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Dear Parents/Carers,
significant contributions to the school
I am delighted to be writing a short
community, and we also enjoyed a variety
introduction to our first newsletter of the of first-rate student performances.
new school year. We will continue to
The start to the year has continued
email home the weekly Parent and
very positively; new students in Years 7
Student Updates each Friday, however
and 12 have settled in very well,
the newsletter at the end of each term
attendance and punctuality in all year
provides more detailed information about groups is excellent, students are looking
students’ achievements, trips, visits,
smart and we have very been pleased
enrichment opportunities and other news. with students’ committed and focused
Our website is also frequently updated,
approach to their learning. At our
including the news section; please check it prospective Year 7 Open Evening and
regularly for the latest information as well Open Morning this week, students were a
as copies of letters, forms and other
real credit to our school; it was a pleasure
documentation.
to hear so many comments
As parents/carers will
from visitors about their
be aware from my start of
very warm welcome, their
year letter, we were
enthusiasm, their strong
delighted to begin this
communication skills and
academic year by
their confidence. As always I
Nepal 2017
celebrating another set of
am very proud to be the
outstanding GCSE and A Level
Headteacher of such special school.
examination results. The Department for
I hope that you enjoy reading this
Education has very recently published the edition of the newsletter, which contains
2017 GCSE performance tables, and we
reports of various trips, visits, events and
are incredibly proud that the progress
news from the very end of last year or this
made by students from their starting
term. More activities from Term 1 will be
points in Year 7, to the end of Year 11, is included in our newsletter at the end of
in the very top category for all schools
Term 2.
nationally. Whilst this is excellent for the
As with all aspects of school life, we
school community as a whole, most
are always keen to hear parents’/carers’
importantly it means that students
feedback; if you have any comments or
individually achieve extremely well at
suggestions, please email
DGGS, thus opening so many doors for
school@dartfordgrammargirls.kent.sch.uk
their future.
After our usual busy start to the
Our Prize Giving Evening in September academic year, I hope that all our families
provided a further opportunity to
have an enjoyable and restful break. We
celebrate the many individual student
look forward to welcoming back all
successes from the last academic year. As students at the usual time on Monday 30th
well as recognising the outstanding
October.
examination results, students in all year
groups received prizes for their superb
Sharon Pritchard
attainment, progress, effort and
Headteacher
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Governor News
On behalf of Governors I would like to
congratulate the students and staff on
the excellent results achieved last year
for GCSE, AS and A Level examinations.
Our students achieved some notable
successes and the results in these public
examinations continue to improve year
on year and are testament to the hard
work and dedication of the students and
staff alike. We wish all students
continued success in the future.
In September, Governors were
pleased to attend the Prize Giving Evening
which not only recognised the
achievements of our students in public
examinations but also celebrated the
successes and achievements of students
across all Year Groups in the school; it
was a wonderful evening and a pleasure
to see so many prize winners and proud
parents on the evening.
We have held our first Full Governing
Body meeting this term when Governors
reviewed the School Development Plan
for 2015-2020 and approved the one year
plan for this academic year with a focus
on key areas with clearly identified
priorities for this year that have been
determined by Mrs Pritchard and her
Senior Leadership Team. There has also
been a full review of last year’s
examination results and of student

attendance by Year Group for 2016/17.
Open Evening and Open Morning
events for prospective Year 7 students for
September 2018 entry to the school were
held on the 17th and 18th October, many
parents came with their daughters to
view the school, and were shown around
by current students who are always
superb ambassadors for the school. I
would like to congratulate and thank all
students involved in these events, many
visiting parents made very positive and
complimentary comments about their
wonderful guides and about the school,
the students and staff as they were
leaving the premises. We believe that
DGGS is a very special place and that the
opportunities and quality of education
afforded to all students who come to this
school are second to none.
If you wish to contact the Governing
Body on any matter, please contact me
via the school email address or in writing
marked for my attention.
Finally, I would like to wish you all a
restful holiday.

Janice Brooke
Chair of Governors

Head Student update
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Last week the Head Student Team ran our first assembly. Our theme was
"Respect", however, we decided to not only show respect within our own
community, but primarily speak of how practices of respect are shown around
the world, in different cultures and religions. Preparing the assembly was also
extremely informative for us and we thoroughly enjoyed presenting this
interesting information to the rest of the school.
As well as this, we continued our sixth form visits to the canteen as a way of
interacting between the year groups and this is both beneficial and enjoyable
for the younger years as well as ourselves. We plan to complete our second
form swap between the year groups soon as this proved to be a useful and
entertaining activity last term and we hope that it will be well-received again.
We look forward to the upcoming plans for this month as we have lots of
exciting things to organise and share.
Jodie 13C and Ezekial 13D
Head Students

OCTOBER
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Nepal Trip
On the 6th July 2017, myself and a group of year 12
and 13 students set off travelling to Nepal which was to
be one of the most amazing experiences of our lives to
date. We had been planning the expedition for months
beforehand with a company called True Adventure, this
included attending meetings and also going on a training
weekend to Meopham in order to test out our teams
and learn key skills. We started in school checking the kit
we had to take with us in large rucksacks to make sure
we were fully equipped and we then headed to
Heathrow airport to get our first flight to Abu Dhabi and
then our
second to
Kathmandu.
Personally, I am
not a confident
flyer, however
from the
minute we set
off within our
individual
teams I knew
that we were
about to
experience
something
amazing.
After our
journey, we
spent our first
night in the
Moonlight Hotel in Kathmandu where we were greeted
by our Nepalese project manager called Major Ram who
was a truly inspiring character. We spent the next two
weeks with him and his team doing everything from
trekking through mountains and white water rafting to
meeting and teaching local villagers and their children.
The city of Kathmandu did provide us all with a massive
culture shock due to the effects that the earthquake had
quite evidently had on the lives of the people there,
however it was truly humbling for us all to take a
moment to appreciate what we take for granted every
day back home.
We travelled to the second city of Nepal- Pokhara,
singing and gazing out the window at the most beautiful
views I have ever seen. Distances are short in Nepal but
the roads have to be experienced to be believed. There
was not one moment that I felt bored of looking at the
beauty of Nepal.
The hospitality of the Nepalese people was like
nothing I had ever experienced before with them going
out of their way at every opportunity to cook for us and
make sure we were as comfortable as possible. This was
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especially evident when we arrived at the tiny village of
Ramja Thanti after a 10 mile trek to start our project
work which was from the Sunday to Friday morning. This
was a place so remote that they had never seen
anybody from outside those who were born there, so
for them having a group of English people to visit them
was a completely strange concept. We were there to
help decorate Shree Pashupati secondary school which
had been heavily damaged in the earthquake and teach
some of the children there. We were greeted by
practically every member of the town wanting to speak
and sing with
us which was a
truly amazing
experience,
and I can speak
for every
member of my
team when I
say that we
will never
forget any of
the children at
that school
and their
willingness to
learn and
communicate
with us. We
spent days
with them
teaching them conversation skills and playing games and
the sheer joy that they experienced will stay with us all
for a very long time as we can all learn something from
their enjoyment of the simpler things in life. We also
worked in teams decorating classrooms and buildings –
something that the school was unable to achieve itself
given the rebuilding costs and huge tasks the school had
in meeting the local students’ needs.
Not only did we get to have that amazing experience
on the project site, but we also spent Friday to Monday
trekking through many different areas of Nepal such as
Badhuri, Machhapuchhre and Dhamphus. These treks
were challenging with the longest one being just under
23km taking us 8 and a half hours, however despite the
physical strains, the reward of reaching a new location
was a truly amazing feeling. One of the highlights for our
team was trekking up to the Australian camp which
gives a 360 degree view of the area which included
Annapurna at over 8,000 meters ,the 10th highest
mountain in the world, which was indescribable.
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Trekking together, working on the
project, teaching and being so remote made
us bond so much as a group that we have all
developed such a love and respect for each
other that can only be understood by those
involved and this is one of the main things I
will take from the trip.

The last part of our expedition was spent
in Pokhara where
we visited the lake
as well as some
sight-seeing at the
world heritage
sights in
Kathmandu
including the
‘Monkey’ Temple,
a gigantic Buddhist
Stupa and the
unforgettable
Durbar square.
This is where we
were able to take
in all of the religious values that Nepal
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encompasses and their simpler but happy
way of life.
One of the nicest things about this trip

was reflecting each day on the activities and
things we had accomplished and how we
supported each other as a team. We owe so
much of our experience to True Adventure
and the project leaders, and I know for my
team, Elaine was such a fundamental part of
our expedition and without her we would
not have taken so
much away from the
trip. As well as this,
all of the teachers
that came away with
us were just as much
a part of the groups
as each student was
and I know that in our
group, without Mr
Barton and Mrs
Duncan we would not
have had half of the
memories that we
will have forever now.

Nepal was truly a trip that changed every
single student’s
perspective on the world
that we live in and I would
urge anyone who has the
opportunity to travel,
whether it be whilst
you’re still at school or
afterwards, to put aside
your apprehensions and
get involved. This trip will
forever be something that
I look back on with
extremely fond memories
and we all have the school
to thank for giving us the
opportunity to go to
Nepal, a country that will now hold a place in
all of our hearts forever.
Jodie 13C
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Drama Department
Blood Brothers
This year, for the first time, Dance and Drama will be coming
together for the Whole School Production. Students from Years 7
to 13 can get involved in this year’s production of ‘Blood Brothers’.
Auditions will take place on the following dates:
Year’s 7, 8 and 9: Wednesday 8th November - X11
Years 10, 11, 12 and 13: Thursday 9th November – X11

ISSUE NUMBER

The final production will be performed on Wednesday 28th and Thursday 29th March
2018

OCTOBER
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KS3 LAMDA AWARD:
As part of the Wednesday lunchtime Drama Club, students will now have the exciting opportunity to prepare for the
prestigious LAMDA Graded Examinations in Performance.
The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Art (LAMDA) is one of the oldest and most reputable drama
schools in the UK. The exams are designed to equip students with a range of skills, such as creativity,
performance, communication, self-confidence and promotion of team work. For the exam, students will
be required to prepare two short duologues, which they will perform and then briefly discuss with the
examiner. All students will take the exam on the same day, which will be a Saturday or Sunday during the
spring term.

Mrs Westergaard
CAL Drama

Royal Institution Maths Masterclass
The UKMT challenge provides an insight into areas of maths not provided by the school curriculum. In the summer
term, we were selected to attend the Royal Institution’s Maths Masterclass; a day of lectures and activities with like
minded students all interested in areas of maths including statistics, mathematical modelling, and their applications
to pressing issues for our society. The talks concluded with mathematicians at leading universities giving advice and
insight into the usefulness of a maths degree, which, in both our cases, has pushed us towards maths based degrees
at Cambridge university. The UKMT and the opportunities it comes with have been incredibly helpful in solidifying
interest in both pure and applied mathematics, and mathematics in a scientific context.
Fayoos 13E
Martha 13A

Poetry Workshop with Lewis Buxton
On Thursday 28th of September, National Poetry Day was celebrated all over the world, this year's theme being
"Freedom". People showed their love of poetry by taking part in events in schools, libraries and bookshops. At
DGGS, we were very lucky to be paid a visit, at lunchtime and after school, by poet Lewis Buxton, co-founder of
TOAST Poetry (an organisation dedicated to the professional development of poets).
During the lunchtime session, students were treated to a poetry reading by the poet himself, and then had the
chance to read out poems of their own on the theme of freedom. The whole room was buzzing with creativity!
After school, students had the chance to attend the poetry workshop. Each person present took inspiration from
their own name, its meaning, its origin, how it sounds, its connotations, etc.Students were eager to take part. After
reading a poem that personified divorce, the group got back to this year's theme and discussed how freedom could
be personified. To further practise personification, each student was given an emotion to write about. The
workshop ended with the participants sharing their poems.
It has been such a fantastic opportunity to have been able to meet Lewis Buxton and develop our skills. This
incredible experience will no doubt have brought a boost of fresh ideas to all present and I am already looking
forward to the next National Poetry day. Next year's theme will be “Change”, and I can't wait to hear everybody's
poems!
Moyra 10H
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North London poet Lewis Buxton led our National Poetry Day 2017 celebrations
on Thursday 28th September. The 24 year old read a selection of his own poems at
lunchtime and talked about his reasons for writing about his father, his grandmother
and the Norfolk countryside. Students listened to Lewis and then performed their
own poems which they had written for the occasion, based on this year’s theme of
freedom.
Freedom of Speech by Bhavleen 11H
They choke on words
And the tears stutter
Hesitate to be seen
Smiling they choke again; don’t worry, others can’t hear you
As the golden silence continues
So does the golden suffering
And the heart buffers
Sinking, it beats the secrets away
The other voices boom with opinion and self-confidence
Yet their one voice climbs to exist
And as they were silenced once more
Whole heartedly
They climb to be heard again
The chance to not say
What wants or must be said
Seems hopeless at times; yet
Astonishingly, we find our Freedom of Speech
In a place so silent
Lewis’s boundless energy and enthusiasm for writing is so infectious that 18 girls
from Year 7 to Year 13 attended his workshop after school where they worked on a
warm up, ‘free writing’ exercise based on their names, before tackling bigger issues
such as faith, truth, fear, love, peace, fleshing out each idea with human
characteristics.

My name is Anahita (11C)

It’s plum and royalty and swishes through muddy rivers as its
petticoat drenches in goddesstry.
The princess watches her prince mingle with other royals while
she’s making peace.
In the rivers.
In the rivers, she makes peace with the tributaries of tormented
faces
brutal conduct
She coaxes the river into sanity while the drip tips of her fingers
ISSUE NUMBER

trace the temple of her purple laced uncles
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Year 7 House visits
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Chartwell House trip
th

On the 20 September 7C visited the famous Chartwell House home of Winston Churchill.
At the House we found out many amazing facts such as: Winston Churchill’s third daughter passed away when
she was young and all of his Nobel Prizes are stored in one room inside the house. We actually got to see them
for ourselves.
As we walked through the scenic gardens, we saw a lot of renovations, but this did not stop us admiring the
picturesque views and wonderful flowers in bloom. We tried to locate the resident cat “Jock V1”who is a
descendent of Winston Churchill’s cat.
Inside Chartwell House we saw Winston Churchill’s taste in décor; he liked floral patterns on the walls and
furniture. He had paintings of his beloved wife Lady Clementine. He loved reading and studying at numerous
desks and his luxurious library with lots of books including ones he had written himself.
Although our trip was educational, it was equally as exciting; 7C thoroughly enjoyed the visit and it was good
to spend time together.
Ani and Megan 7C

Hever Castle Trip
Recently my form and I visited Hever Castle known for its history with the Boleyn family. Who knew what
lurked behind between its ivy covered walls?
The day started off with a grey, brooding swirl in the sky and we lined up silently praying it wouldn’t rain. We
were soon on the coach, with the majority of us singing songs until we were hoarse.
When we arrived, we were ushered along the path to a drawbridge to enter the castle. We walked on the
red carpet and were in awe of the beautiful paintings. My favourite room held the wax models.
We then spilled out into the Maze; some of us were lone wolves, others paired up and others in groups. We all
enjoyed getting lost and finally finding our way out.
We then got the chance to visit the shop full of exquisite gifts, fancy pens and chocolate.
It was the first form trip and it had been a great one.
Maya 7H
Hever Castle was amazing as all the rooms were filled with exciting historic items. It shocked me to find out it
had once been the home of Anne Boleyn. The outside of the castle was stunning and the interior was very grand
including a comfortable pink living room. The royal portraits were beautiful and full of detail from their eyes to
the facial expressions. Overall I think this was a lovely experience and I hope to visit again soon. The trip is one
that I will remember and I have learnt information about Hever castle.
Ria 7H

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Ightham Mote visit
st

On Thursday 21 September our form went to visit Ightham Mote. We had a lot of
fun and learnt many interesting facts. The House has been lived in over the last 700
years by medieval knights, Victorian noblemen and more recently the Selby family.
We discovered that Ightham Mote was sold to the National Trust in 1989 and they
spent £10 million restoring it to how wonderful it looks now.
When we arrived we had lunch and split into groups. We then took a tour of the
house and saw some beautiful artwork. Inside, the house has an exquisite interior and
we saw beautiful décor including one of the largest Chinese wallpapers to be shipped to
England. We took lots of photos.
The gardens were extremely scenic and picturesque; we had a lot of fun playing in
the field and rolling down the hill. We found out on Fathers’ day people are allowed to
go fishing in the moat around the house.
Sadly, it was then time to get back on our coach. 7I had such a good time learning about
the History of our house and enjoyed having lunch together in the sunshine getting to
know each other even more.
Sophie and Radeya 7I

Leeds Castle Visit
nd

On 22 September 7L visited Leeds castle. As we entered the castle car park we saw
the most beautiful grounds and amazing castle. First we walked through the woods and
admired the natural surroundings and had our lunch in the big field. We watched as the
flower festival was being set up with brightly coloured flowers all around us.
We then entered the castle and read lots of historic information and admired all the
rooms. It was hard to believe that we were walking on historic ground where many
nobles had lived. A lot of the rooms and corridor were filled with beautiful flowers. We
had one last look at the moat before heading to the Leeds gift shop where we bought
souvenirs to take home.
We found this a very good start to our year at DGGS. All of us enjoyed this trip very
much and found we bonded as a form. We thank the staff for this opportunity.
Gloria and Maisie 7L
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Knole House trip
On Thursday, 21st September we visited Knole house in Sevenoaks. As we arrived at Knole House we saw the two
types of deer, sika and fallow, that were spread around the park outside. When we went inside the house we were
greeted by fossils of deer that existed thousands of years ago.
Some of us analysed artefacts found in Knole when the National Trust searched it for ancient objects: we got to
smell, feel and see how they could be used and what category of people would use these objects as part of their
everyday life. We wrote notes and drew pictures and annotated them to show what the object was like. At the end of
this we could take photos and sketch in our pad or rough book.
We also had a look at Tudor costumes, some unbelievable, we couldn’t believe people wore ruffs, a bit like a really
stiff, tight collar. We were shocked to hear that rich women on special occasions wore the average amount of over 7
different petticoats!!! We also were given a demonstration of the heavy layers of clothing including a metal frame to
hold the numerous skirts. After a while we got to try on Tudor costumes but none as complicated, uncomfortable as
the one formerly explained, thankfully.
At the end we could visit the shop or the tall towers with amazing views. This meant we could take photos of Knole
house at such a height looking down on it like a bird’s eye view. However, some of us decided to visit the shop and
were fascinated by so many items available to buy such as magnets, bags and calendars.
We all had an exciting time and wish we had more opportunities to visit the ancient building, which our house was
named after.
Soumya 7K

Penshurst Place visit
The minutes flew by on the coach as everybody sang in excitement. Soon enough we were hushed by the breath
taking view as we arrived at Penshurst place. The house was inhabited by the wealthy Sidney family.
As we clambered off the coach, we were shocked to discover an adventure playground; we wolfed down our lunches
and were soon sliding down the mountainous steep slide.
We then split into three groups and set off to the Toy museum where we saw the Drinking Bear (2p a go) porcelain
dolls and much more. It gave us an idea of what it would have been like to be a child in the 1900s.
We then went into the House to see huge tapestries on the walls and hand crafted chairs and quilts. There was a lot
of information for us to read about the royal nobles who had lived there. Our last stop was at the shop where we
bought many different gifts for ourselves and family.
We had a lot of fun learning about the history of our house and thoroughly enjoyed our visit to Penshurst Place.
Jaya, Chioma and Grace 7P

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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House Update
Chartwell
Chartwell is the former country home of Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965).
Last academic year the students in Chartwell raised over £460 altogether for
the charity 'Shine' by holding various events during their charity week. This
year the money raised from the charity week will go towards 'NSPCC' which is
a charity that was put forward and voted by the students of Chartwell. The
students in Chartwell work very hard to raise as much money as possible as
they know how much of a difference they can make to people supported by
these charities.
Chartwell's mascot is Simba from the movie 'The Lion King'. This is because
Simba's character shows a lot of determination and courage. We encourage
our students in Chartwell to always try their hardest and strive to become the
best version of themselves.

Hever
Hever is a medieval castle full of great Tudor history, for example it
was once the family home of Anne Boleyn one of Henry VIII’s many
wives. The Hever house at DGGS also has a great history and reputation
for its amazing students that all participate and try their
best, which allows us to succeed in the House competitions so often. I
hope all the new Hever Year 7s have had a good transition into DGGS
and have settled in nicely. I also hope that our House can again
continue to succeed and support each other in this upcoming academic
year.

Ightham
Ightham is a medieval moated manor house. The Ightham House in
DGGS has an amazing history of bouncing back from adversity. Our house
mascot, Tigger, reflects our values as a House and our ability to bounce
back from any setbacks. We used to be the smallest house in DGGS but
this has never stopped us from trying our best in every competition. I
hope the new Ightham Year 7s have settled in well at DGGS. I hope every
member of Ightham keeps on supporting and respecting one another.
ISSUE NUMBER
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Knole
Knole House is situated in the parish of Sevenoaks, surrounded by picturesque scenery and
families of deer. Our House colour is blue, and we reflect this in our House mascot Dory, who we
feel represents our determination and unity, shown especially in school events. Congratulations
on all forms who participated in the charity days, I am extremely proud of everyone! We hope to
continue our success in the upcoming charity days for our new charities, The Dogs’ Trust and
Cancer Research.

Leeds
Leeds Castle is a large castle filled with history and
beauty, just like our house! The enthusiasm and
motivation of everyone in Leeds is astounding and this
has been shown throughout all house competitions and
events that have taken place this year so far. We would
like to give a special welcome to our new Year 7s and 12s
and we hope you enjoy our House just as much as we
do! We'd like to thank everyone for their continued
kindness and support, keep it up!

Penshurst
Penshurst Place is a medieval manor house that was built in the 14th century and largely
expanded during Tudor times. The house was the birthplace of Sir Philip Sidney (15531586) who was a famous poet, soldier and statesman and descendents of the Sidney
family still live in the house today. The House Team for Penshurst this year consists of
Alice, House Captain, and Eve and Salaka, our Deputy House Captains. We are proud that
Penshurst won the Sports Trophy for 2016 and we wish to congratulate all of the students
who took part in sports throughout last year.

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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House Update Term 1
Chartwell Mascot:
Simba: Simba was
chosen because he is
known for showing
braveness and
determination in the
film 'The Lion King'.

The new Year 7 and Year 12 students were
welcomed into their first House assembly this term
and issued with a new House badge.
The year 7 students were also privileged to go on a
day visit to their House early this term.
All Year 7 students submitted an entry for their first
ever House competition at DGGS.
The quality of the work submitted was exceptional.
The winners are as follows and their work will be displayed in the
main corridor on their designated House display board.
Hever Mascot: The

7C— Sarah
bear can be seen as

7H—Eve
a figure of strength

7I—Tuveritaa
and confidence.

7K—Paula

7L – Zara

7P – Mira
Many congratulations to all of the other Year 7 students who submitted excellent
work.
All other Year groups who submitted some truly inspiring designs will also have their best
posters displayed on the main House board and House points will be awarded
accordingly for their submission.
One of our competitions for Term 2 is to design a Harvest Box in relation to the
Philanthropic event we organise each year and we look forward to judging the entries
very soon.
Our second Term 2 competition will be a Christmas competition and more details will
be published after half term. Watch this space!
This is a reminder that for each entry submitted, each Form is awarded 20 House
points. The winners receive 200 House points, runners-up 100 House points and those
winning third place are awarded 50 House points.
Knole Mascot: Bambi
We look forward to you participating fully in all future
Having deer at Knole
competitions this year and we also look forward to counting all house, we decided that
your House points before the end of term 2 so keep working
choosing Bambi as our
hard, keep collecting House points and make your House
house mascot was very
proud towards hopefully winning the House Shield this year.
appropriate
Keep an eye on the House notice board and check our House
System webpage for any notices.
All the best to you all!

Mrs Kleywegt
Curriculum Team Leader: Languages
Penshurst Mascot: Little Miss Sunshine

ISSUE NUMBER

Ightham Mascot:
Tigger
Just like Tigger
IGHTHAM
HOUSE is all
about…..
BOUNCEABILITY!

Always cheerful and bright, she tries to
cheer up everyone around her and is
everyone’s best friend”

Leeds Mascot: The one eyed monster Mike
Wazowski Mike has a very outgoing personality - just like
the members of Leeds House!

OCTOBER
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Unfortunately when you mention the word
‘University’ it appears to have become synonymous
with ‘debt’ and finances are a major consideration for
students and families when deciding if university is the
right path for them. By the time I’m 21 I will have over
£50,000 of debt to my name. I did not say that to scare
anyone and unfortunately it is not an exaggeration, it is
the stark reality and a commitment I, along with other
students across the country have decided to make.
The Reading List Foundation was set up to bridge the
gap between university graduates prior to 1998, who
received their degree for free and the current
generation. It targets students from a low income
background to help support them through their time at
university. I am lucky enough to be the recipient of a
scholarship thanks to the work of ex DGGS student
Tasia Boyton, who has volunteered with the
foundation over the last year. The scholarship awards a
£250 Blackwell’s Smart Card to be spent on textbooks
during your time at university.
To give some context as to how important this
scholarship is to me, once I have paid my
accommodation fees, the loan I get from the
government allows me to live on £47.04 a week. Now
this might seem like just enough for one person,
however with that I have to pay for food, transport,
club and society memberships, social activities and
anything the modules I am studying require, namely

textbooks.
With the price of second hand textbooks ranging
from £20 to £80 on a budget of £47 a week it’s pretty
clear that the loan from the government doesn’t come
close to covering the costs. It’s not possible to rely on
the so called ‘Bank of Mum and Dad’ every time a
textbook is needed, and textbooks for many people
become a privilege, hence the importance of the
foundation not only for me but for thousands of others
in the same position across the country.
You don’t have to be a millionaire to be a
philanthropist. I am one of 65 in England to benefit
from people’s generosity this year by receiving a
scholarship. The foundation is growing rapidly through
the hard work of the trustees and generous donors; it
is helping provide financial and emotional breathing
space countrywide. Hopefully with the help of more
donations both big and small the foundation will
continue its upward growth trend
and improve student life for even
more people next year!
Amy - A former DGGS Student

lobby day on Capitol Hill.
This year Girl Up was searching for four inspiring
girls from all over the globe to serve as a voice of
strength for Girl Up at events, on their digital channels
and in their own communities. “Team Strong” was
created to help Girl Up build a stronger global
Girl Up is an innovative campaign, created by the
movement for gender equality. I was incredibly
United Nations Foundation that aims to address the
honoured to have been selected as a member to Team
needs of adolescent girls in developing countries. This Strong as it has given me the opportunity to become
“for girls, by girls” campaign inspires girls around the
more globally connected and aware which has
world to raise awareness and funds for the programs of consequently developed my passion for advocacy. To
the United Nations that support those in great need.
me authenticity is true strength, and as a Team Strong
Girl Up aims to give girls the opportunity to become
advocate I had the opportunity to speak to many girls
educated, healthy, and safe and ultimately to give
teaching them that when we are most authentically
them a second chance at a brighter future. Every year ourselves, free from self-hate and free from judgment,
Girl Up holds an annual Leadership Summit where
we are also our most revolutionary. I believe that being
more than 300 passionate girl advocates from around comfortable in your own skin is a true portrayal of
the world convene in Washington DC to participate in bravery and power and this message I wish to spread
leadership training, learn from influential speakers,
teaches young girls that their authenticity is their
engage in skills-based workshops, and lead an official
activism.

Dartford Times,
AUTHENTICITY IS YOUR ACTIVISM
~Girl Up Leadership Summit~
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There were a diverse range of
speakers at the conference, from Sophie
Grégoire Trudeau an engaged advocate
for gender equality, to Amanda Gorman
the Youth Poet Laureate of the United
States, that all presented with such
inspiring passion. The workshops on
offer were extraordinary and I was
touched in ways that I had never
expected. A session that truly moved me
was titled “Find Your Voice” run by
Amani Al Khatahtbeh, the founder and
editor-in-chief of Muslim Girl, which is
the most-read platform for Muslim
women’s voices in the West. We sank
deeper and deeper into ourselves to
uproot our insecurities and found our
voices through introspection and
meditation. It was
truly a wonderful
session and I am so
thankful to have

experienced such a beautiful
atmosphere of young women
discovering their strength in
vulnerability. The Leadership Summit
was life – changing. There were so many
speakers, girls and leaders who taught
me so much. The greatest lessons I’ve
learned are that as girls we are loved.
We are more similar than different and
more powerful than we know. The
memories I’ve made will live with me
forever.
Eliza 13F
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The Globe Players, a theatre-in-education company, visited DGGS on the Enrichment Day in October to work
with Year 10 students to explore a range of Shakespeare plays, with a particular focus on ‘Romeo and Juliet’. As
Shakespeare is now a compulsory element of the new GCSE Literature exam, this proved an interesting and
invaluable experience for the students:
Mrs Parker: KS4 CAL for English – Joint
I thoroughly enjoyed today as it provided me with
great insight into both the work of Shakespeare and
the theatre industry. Being able to watch the live
performance of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ allowed me to
see the play in a new light, with fresh understanding
and a range of interpretations. Personally, I also
found the performance of a handful of
Shakespeare’s other most famous plays fascinating.
Maddison 10I

One of the benefits of the Globe Players visiting the
school today was that I was able to identify key parts in
the play which I can use to help with my GCSE
examination at the end of Year 11. I was able to clearly
pick out the most important themes in the play and
the interactions between the characters. Another
really useful part of the day was being able to have a
go at acting the parts and learning a range of dramatic
techniques. Overall, it was a really valuable experience.
Sophie 10H

My favourite part about today was watching ‘Romeo
and Juliet’ at the beginning of the day because I could
recognise certain lines I had heard in class and see
how the actors performed them. I also found it
interesting to watch ‘Much Ado About Nothing’ on
stage because although I was completely unaware of
the plot, the way the actors constructed and
performed the play made me understand it. I was
also able to remember the plots of some of the other
plays we studied in Year 7, 8 and 9 such as ‘Hamlet’,
‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’, ‘Macbeth’ and ‘The
Tempest’ in the ‘What’s It All About?’ session.
Nicole 10H

I think the best part of the day was the ‘What’s It
All About?’ performance which conveyed the
range of themes in Shakespeare’s plays and how
they can all be linked together. The Globe Players
made it very clear and exciting and I feel the day
has really help me with my ‘Romeo and Juliet’
studies; the performers conveyed all the
characters’ emotions very well and they also
talked about the context of the play.
Abby 10I

Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Visite au cinéma Lumière
à Londres
The French Department have just given a group of 6 th Formers
the opportunity to discover France on their door step. We went
on the 28th of September to South Kensington, the French district of London,
right from the start of the A Level course, in order to watch a documentary
on French cinema. This seems to have become a tradition, as it was our 5 th
visit to the Lumière cinema. This enables the group to visit a district of
London, for most for the first time, yet a “must”, when studying French.
The film entitled “Voyage à travers le cinéma français” fits in perfectly with
the new AS and A Level specifications, as it offers a retrospective on French
films from the 1930’s to the 1980’s directed by one of the most famous
contemporary French directors in the world: Bertrand Tavernier. The film
won the prize for best documentary in the French “Lumière Awards” earlier
this year and was nominated at the internationally renowned “Cannes Film
Festival” in 2016 and at the national “César Awards” in 2017.
Just over 3 hours of French language thrown at anyone would sound like
torture to some, but what a fantastic opportunity it was for all to be guided
through the magic world of cinema through a tapestry of extracts from a
huge range of French films. This documentary was a fabulously rich
introduction to the vocabulary of film music, camera angles, scripts, acting
from renowned French actors such as Jean Gabin, Bourvil, Alain Delon,
Michel Piccoli and many others. It was also a very informative catalogue of
genres and seemingly never ending list of equally famous directors in their
times, such as Melville, Renoir, Truffaut, Godard, Becker and more who all
contributed in their different ways to making French cinema reach its fame.
We hope that Bertrand Tavernier’s film has succeeded in creating an interest
in our students for the cinema topic and that this experience makes them
more curious for other aspects of French culture.
Thank you to Mrs Kleywegt who came with us.
Mrs Saunders
Teacher: French and German

ISSUE NUMBER
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I found Brain training day very useful and I learnt many different methods to help my memory. I liked using interesting techniques to make it easier and more interesting. I learnt how to help my brain make
links. Use key words, letters, colours and movement.

I enjoyed learning facts about our brain such as it being made up of 78 % of water and it weighs 1.5kg. Our
brain uses Neurons to send messages and this is how we learn.

I now know that if you are calm and learn in a fun, friendly environment you will be more successful.
It was an enjoyable day with lots of helpful ideas to help me with revision.
Roanesa 7L

ENRICHMENT DAY
Today, the 5th of October, was my very first enrichment day at DGGS. We took part in the brain-training activity
which I and my class all thoroughly enjoyed! It was interesting discovering the different things we can do to enjoy
learning and enrich our knowledge and understanding to ensure we are making the most of our education, valuing
it and taking control. Some of the things I really liked were the mnemonics. I learnt an incredibly useful and clever
way to memorise the mathematical symbol pi. By counting the number of letters in each word in the sentence
‘May I have a large container of coffee’ and putting a decimal point after the number 3 which you get from the
word may, you should have the first 8 numbers of pi (3.1415926). Pretty impressive?! We learnt quite a few more
of these which will come in handy when trying to remember important things. We also looked at different facts
about the brain and how to look after our brains and our memory. I learnt different revision and learning
strategies which I will use during my journey at DGGS and I am sure I will learn many more. I am looking forward to
the upcoming enrichment days at school and I am sure that they will be just as fun and exciting!
Anjola 7L
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On the 5th October Year 7 had no lessons and instead had a Brain training day. In
Hever we had Ms Fitzgerald. We all really enjoyed it and had a variety of memory
games to play which really helped us remember things easily and got our brains
working. Mnemonics were fun to write and everyone came up with memorable
strange ones.
We personally liked doing our friendship rap which had a catchy rhythm and was in
our heads the whole day. We both felt the day was informative and boosted our
confidence. It will definitely help with revision for exams in the future. It is helpful
for all subjects and with mind maps it makes our knowledge and understanding
better. Our memories have improved thanks to the training! We thoroughly
enjoyed it and would recommend it 100%.
Lara and Eve 7H

In Brain training I personally liked everything we learnt during the day, however
my favourite activities were definitely when we made up a rap about friendship
and when we had to memorise celebrities names, location and action. I liked these
two strategies because memorising the rap challenged our brains and it created
teamwork and closer friendships. I liked the celebrity based task because it was
fun and we got to incorporate some of our favourite people. All in all I think that
brain training day was very enjoyable and taught us some excellent techniques.
Anna 7I

ISSUE NUMBER
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Mind maps produced during the Year 7 brain training sessions

UCAS IN NUMBERS ….
2017
125
125
25
57

Year of entry
Students applied
Students received offers
Students received an “Unconditional” offer (one fifth)
Students went to Russell Group universities (almost half) – a record for DGGS

Ms Carver: Careers Information and Advice Manager/UCAS transition Co-ordinator
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Year 8—Wildwood Wildlife Park visit
This year on Enrichment Day, Year 8 visited Wildwood Wildlife Park. After an
hour long coach journey, we arrived at the park and got to work straight away.
One of the activities was studying the adaptations of different species such as
horses and birds with a focus on different types of bird beaks. This was fun as we
got to try out different utensils to represent beaks for different foods such as seeds
and straw. We even tried to suck raisins out of custard using a straw (trying not to
suck up the custard) which is similar to wading birds fishing for food in mud.
We also had a tour of the park in which we saw animals such as otters, deer,
bison, red squirrels, bears, wolves and lynx. These animals should all be native to
the UK but many have been hunted and can no longer be found in the UK. We
found out many interesting facts about them like the fact that otters hold hands
when they sleep and a Polish king put a death penalty on killing bison.
One of the most interesting activities (in my opinion)
was the ‘Who Killed Mr Rabbit?’ CSI investigation. We had
to examine stomach contents, fur samples, faeces samples
and animal tracks to find out who killed him. For our form
the killer was the polecat.
Lunch was exciting for many as we had the opportunity
to go down the vertical drop slide. Even Mrs Worley, Mrs
Fields and Miss Fisher braved the slide!
It was really good! - 8P
I found Wildwood an amazing place and would definitely
recommend this place to other people. I especially liked the
talk with the man when we went round the park and learned fascinating facts about
endangered animals .
Wuhbet 8L

Year 12—Treasure hunt
Our trip to London to do a treasure hunt was a fun and different way to build
relationships and use skills in a new environment. We really appreciated the
opportunity to make our own way to South Kensington. Not only did it make our
journey more convenient, but it was also good to think about what it would be
like to commute into London every day. We had to plan for every eventuality,
including a tube strike! It was great that the school trusted us, and making the
journey there and back was all a part of the experience.
The treasure hunt made us work as a team and think about the cryptic clues to
find our way. Some of the clues were very challenging to work out, but it was
these that tested us as a group the most and developed those team-working
skills.
We were so engrossed in the clues and trying to make it to the end that we
forgot one of the other crucial tasks we were set, to take selfies! A valuable
opportunity to earn some chocolate lost. It was an enjoyable and exciting way to
spend a day out with friends and we would love to do it again.
ISSUE NUMBER
OCTOBER

Lucas 12D
Caitlin 12E
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Welcome to the first instalment of the library news. The first term has been very hectic with year 7 library
tours, our first careers club speaker for the year Ms Gill and the introduction of our new Anime club.
I would like to take this opportunity to welcome new volunteer librarians to the team: Ciara, Anoushkaa,
Tuveritaa and Grace from 7I, Ayla, Freya, Tallula and Olivia from 7L and Kaeto 8H. I shall look forward to
sharing good reads and new initiatives to make the library an even more exciting place to be.
Clubs held in the library are: Book club open to year 7 & 8 every Tuesday lunchtime. Anime club held every
Thursday lunchtime for all year groups.
Debate club held every Wednesday after school 3.30-4.30. Our careers club has a speaker once a month. Do
come along to the library to find out more information about any of the clubs that may be of interest.
Mrs Buckingham: School Librarian

Careers Club
We were delighted to welcome Ms Gill to DGGS on Thursday 28th September to talk to students in all year
groups about her career in Law. Ms Gill gave a lively presentation, with interaction with students - including a
student being allowed to try on a wig and gown. We are grateful to Ms Gill for spending time with our students,
who enjoyed the exposure and took advantage of her presence to ask lots of questions.

Last Thursday there was a careers talk in the library. A non-practising solicitor came in to speak to us about
the field of law and the range of jobs available to us if we were to take it as a future career.
In her talk, she told us about the types of law you can go into, be it a solicitor or a barrister and to become one
you don't actually have to go to university; you could take a series of tests and courses, - although, the university
route is a lot more straightforward because the other route takes a lot longer.
After at least 5 years of experience as a practicing lawyer, you can even become a judge. After the talk I went
up to Ms Gill to ask a few questions from which I found that: generally solicitors have more regular work hours
than barristers.
At university stage something that will set you apart from the rest is work experience. How much you know
about law and what characteristics are key to becoming a successful lawyer. For work experience the best places
to go would be your local law firm or to any court in London to get the best insight on the job of barristers and
judges.
Jessica Mary 10P
If you would like to volunteer to come to school to give a 30 minute career talk please contact Mrs Buckingham
or Ms Carver.
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During the year I try to arrange trips for the volunteer librarians. Our last
trip was to the London Palladium to see Wind in the Willows. It was a
brilliant afternoon.
Wind in the willows:
I have previously read the book and very much enjoyed it. I enjoyed going
to the theatre and seeing the stage performance. I thought that the use of
the props and physical theatre was very good. Overall I feel that it appeals
to anyone, especially children.
Cara 8K
If any students would like to contribute to the poetry corner or story corner
please submit contribution by email rob@dartfordgrammargirls.kent.sch.uk
or see me in the library.

Book Reviews
This Dark Endeavour by Kenneth Oppel:
This story is about Victor Frankenstein who goes on an adventure with
Henry and Elizabeth to save his twin brother Konrad. They must find the
ingredients for the elixir of life. This includes oil of an extinct fish and
the bone marrow of his own hand!
Genre: Adventure and fantasy. Reviewed by student in 8H
The Magician’s elephant by Kate Dicamillo:
As soon as you learn to read, you should read this book! What are you
still doing lying around? Quick go read this book! Kate DiCamillo is an
AMAZING author! She has certainly outdone herself with the Magician’s
Elephant. Let me tell you a little about it: In a world of heartbreak and false
hope, a 10 year old boy with the name Peter is fighting his way through to
reunite himself with his sister, Adele. An elephant will lead him to her. Is
this just another misleading lie or will Peter see the truth and once again
hold his sister in his arms? You will have to find out! I rate this book 12 out
of 10!
Halima 8H

Pig Heart Boy by Malorie Blackman:
A boy has a heart that is failing to keep him alive. He gets a new strong
pig heart but there are some difficulties along the way.
I rate this book 10/10 it is really interesting and quite dramatic.
Leyla 8H
ISSUE NUMBER
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THE PERKS OF BEING A WALLFLOWER LIBRARIAN
Hello, my name is Rebecca and I’m going to tell you about becoming and being a librarian. To become a librarian, you
have to write a paragraph about why you want to be a librarian. I know this sounds daunting, but you could literally just
put:
Hi, I’m Rebecca and I want to be a librarian because I love books and helping people. I would recommend books to
people and help them out. But don’t just copy my example!
When you become a librarian, you do have to do a bit of shelving (all in your own time) and once you’ve done a certain amount, you will get given a badge and get to go on the computer. On the computer you can lend books, return
books and generally be in charge of the library! (if Mrs Buckingham isn’t there!)
You also get the chance to visit lots of places and go to see lots of stage shows such as: Meeting Cathy Cassidy, seeing
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory and The Wind in the Willows live, meeting some amazing poets such as Patience Agbabi
and Lewis Buxton and so much more!
The librarians are all like one big family who won’t judge you. Everyone is welcome. If you want to join, please visit
the library and hand Mrs Buckingham your paragraph.
Let the journey begin!
Rebecca 8P

Displays in the library this term have been in celebration of:





Roald Dahl Day on 13th September.
Dyslexia Week: 2nd-6th October
Mental Health Awareness Day 10th October
Black History Month: October

Book recommendations:

I recommend Innocence by Roald Dahl

Miss Mitchell recommends How to stop time by Matt Haig

Maisie in 7L recommends Only ever yours by Louise O’Neill

India in 7L recommends The Bone Sparrow by Zana Fraillon and Enders game by
Orson Scott Card

Aksaya 9I recommends The Recruit by Robert Muchamore

Evie 8H recommends My sister lives on the mantelpiece by Annabel Pitcher

Links you may find useful:
http://readforgood.org/
http://www.worldbookday.com/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/
http://readingzone.com/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/books/childrens-laureate/
https://www.waterstones.com/category/cultural-highlights/book-awards/the-waterstones-childrens-book-prize
https://caboodle.nationalbooktokens.com/17-best-books-to-read-this-autumn#.WczCbE0U_9Y
https://www.costa.co.uk/costa-book-awards/costa-book-awards/
http://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/join-in/roald-dahl-day
http://www.carnegiegreenaway.org.uk/
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/
http://www.blackhistorymonth.org.uk/
https://www.nationalbooktokens.com/
http://themanbookerprize.com/fiction
I hope you have enjoyed reading about the exciting things happening in the library and have found some inspiration for a
new author, genre or just a good read.
I would like to end the article with a quote I found recently in a weekly newspaper:
All libraries – from the largest to the smallest are repositories of magic and dreams, linked by the opportunities they represent.
By Charlie Connelly
Mrs Buckingham: School Librarian
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Year 9 Enrichment Day
Sex and Relationships
On the 5th of October the whole
of year nine were introduced to a
series of activities and
presentations to help them
understand about sex and
relationships. We were told the
different topics that come under
SRE such contraception, healthy
relationships and life-choices. One
of the fun activities our group did
was a cup experiment. Each student
had a cup which was filled with
some liquid. We were also given a
small sheet with a brief character
profile which we had to perform as.
Once we got into character we
went around our base room,
chatting to each other as our
characters and if we decided to
have a 'relationship' with that
person we would pour a bit of the
liquid into each other’s cups. What
we didn't know was that at the start
of the day the teacher had put
starch into 3 of the cups out of the
28 in the class. This starch
represented a disease or infection.
By the end of the activity
our teacher put an iodine solution
into our cups and we watched as

the former clear liquid turn into a
blue/purple colour. Those whose
cups were the ones that had gotten
infected by the starch (infection)
and those with a more lighter shade
of a colour hadn’t received the
disease. This experiment showed
just how easily infections and
diseases spread.
Throughout the day we were
given and shown the ways to
protect ourselves from STI’s and
ways to prevent pregnancy.
Teachers also told about the types
of healthy relationships and ways to
tackle different situations (for
example peer pressure, underage
sex).
Over all we found this day
incredibly helpful as it really
allowed us to open up and ask
questions. It informed us about the
consequences we would have to
deal with if we didn’t make the
correct decisions, everyone
thoroughly enjoyed the day!
Akua 9C, Mia 9H, Dior 9H

Year 9 Arts Week
On Monday 10th July, many of our Year 9 students enjoyed a trip to Brighton, from
which they took inspiration for the rest of the week, starting on Tuesday with
activities led by the English department. They were then able to choose which of the
arts subjects, Music, Fine Art or Textiles, they would like to work in for the remaining
days. On the Friday afternoon, all of the work created in these specialist arts groups
was shared, at an exciting performance event in the main hall, with the added
attraction of an exhibition by the Fine Art group.

ISSUE NUMBER
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Our musicians put on excellent performances, including works that they had
composed in response to the trip, played and sung beautifully. The students working
in textiles staged a fashion show of pieces inspired by a nautical theme which as you
will see from the photos were real eye-catchers!
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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At the end of all this, the winners of the Brighton Photography Competition
were announced. There were many excellent entries and the judges had a difficult
time in making the decisions:

‘Arty Angles’ Winners – Mai Sze 9H, Mia 9K, Shiksha 9K

‘Clever Close-Ups’ Winners – Maddison 91, Milly 9H, Timi 9H

‘Colour Kaleidoscope’ Winners – Katherine 9P, Milly 9H, Maddison 9I

‘Funniest Photo’ Winners – Zoe 9L, Milly 9H, Maddison 91

‘Manipulated Masterpiece’ Winners – Jessica 9H, Katherine 9P, Emilie 9L

‘Oh I Do Like to Be Beside the Seaside’ Winners – Izzy 9L, Katherine 9P, Emilie
9L

Special Staff Prize – Mrs Field, Ms Bamsey, Mrs Bartley
A few of the winning photographs are shown on the following pages.
Well done to all of our prize winners and a big ‘Thank You’ to everyone who
played a part in this very successful week. I should also like to mention how
hardworking and fully immersed in the activities the students were and thank the
staff on the girls’ behalf. It was an excellent, inspiring week in all respects.
ISSUE NUMBER
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Mrs Evans-Wild
Curriculum Team Leader: Arts and Technology Faculty
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Competition time…..
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A creative exploration of what it is like to be a refugee.
Write a poem (100 words max), a short story (1,000 words
max), or create an image.
Email as an attachment to info@peoplenotborders.org
(include school and phone number)
Competition closes 10/12/17
Mrs MacKenzie-Ingle
TA: English
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Sport news

Thursday 14th September
Netball U15 and U16
Results U15, DGGS 9 vs Hayes 9
U16, DGGS 2 vs Hayers 25
Squad U15: Emily 10Ir, Daisy 10I, Eleanor 10C, Lucy 9K, Charlotte 9L,
Lottie 9H, Maddie 9C
U16: Jodie 11P, Camille 11P, Amber 11C, Jenna 11P, Grace 11L,
Emily 11I, Grace 11L, Izzy 11H, Rachel 11K.

Saturday 16th September
Kent Schools relay gala
Results Junior Girls- Freestyle Relay 13th out of 16.
Junior Girls- Medley Relay 15th out of 16.
Inter Girls- Freestyle Relay 10th out of 12.
Inter Girls- Medley Relay 11th out of 12.
Senior Girls- Medley Relay 4th out of 5.
Senior Girls- Freestyle Relay- 3rd out of 5 (Bronze medals)
Squad -

Junior: Olivia 8P, Olivia 8P, Molly 8K, Phoebe 8K, Mia 8L. Inter: Zoe
10P, Phoebe 10L, Sophie 9H, Devishi 10k.
Senior: Clio 11I, Amelia 11P, Charlotte 11H, Rebecca 13D

Wednesday 4th October 2017
KSFA U13s - Round 1
Opposition- Inspiration Academy
Results - Won 7:0
Squad - Lois 8I, Kiya 8C, Olivia 8P
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THE CHRISTMAS
RAFFLE IS BACK!
Tickets for the Friends, Parents and Teachers Association Christmas Raffle 2017
will shortly be available. Look out for raffle tickets on sale at FPTA events in the
coming weeks. Raffle tickets will also be sent home with the students.
There are some great prizes……

Apple Watch Series 3
Built-in GPS. Water resistance to 50 meters. A lightning-fast
dual-core processor. And a 2x brighter display for increased
visibility in direct sunlight. New technology that lets you call,
text and so much more without your phone! Full of features
that help you stay active, motivated, and connected.
Kindly donated by DNAL of Dartford

Climb The O2
Voucher for 2 people
An experience that gets your blood
pumping and your head in the great
outdoors. You’ll ascend all the way
to the top of The O2 via a walkway,
suspended 52m above ground level.
Kitted out with your climb suit,
boots and harness you’ll be every
inch the urban mountaineer. Climb
guides will be with you every step of
the way.

Afternoon Tea for Two at Rowhill
Grange
Afternoon Tea is served daily from
12.30pm until 5.30pm and your table is
reserved for up to 2 hours. Take your
traditional English Afternoon Tea in one of
the intimate lounges or brasserie.
Afternoon Teas are served with a selection
of pastries, cakes and deliciously tasty
sandwiches.
The Raffle draw will take place on 13th December 2017
at the School Christmas Dinner.
All tickets sold or unsold should be returned by the
8th December the latest and handed into the Finance Office in a sealed
envelope. The outside of the envelope should be clearly marked with FTPA
Christmas Raffle.
If you have any questions or require further information email us at
dggsfpta@gmail.com
Working together to achieve academic excellence and personal potential
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Forthcoming Events
30th October 2017

Term 2 starts

30th October 2017

FPTA AGM, 7.30pm—Everyone welcome

16th November 2017

Parents’ Consultation Meetings - Year 11

17th November 2017

Grade Sheets issued home - All Years

21st November 2017

Working Together Evening - Year 8

23rd November 2017

Sixth Form Open Evening - for prospective Sixth
Form students and their parents/carers

28th November 2017

Intervention Evening - Year 9

5th December 2017

Intervention Evening - Year 13

7th December 2017

Parents’ Consultation Meetings - Year 12

20th December 2017

Last day of Term 2
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